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Introduction
This Financial Markets Insights report from The Realization Group, produced in association with Fineon Exchange, draws
upon the views of industry professionals who are either directly or indirectly involved in meeting the funding and insurance
requirements of exporters. It examines the technologies that are shaping global trade, the emergence of new business
models and alternative finance, and how exporters can strengthen their trading positions and remain competitive.
Although the focus is on export finance, we discuss the overall development of trade finance and how it is growing as an
asset class. According to the World Trade Organization, around 80 percent of global trade depends on some form of trade
finance. In its widest sense that means the combination of funding and credit insurance, to smooth the flow of exports and
imports and mitigate risk.
The trade finance industry, and within it the export sector, has long faced a number of challenges – not least the effects of
the financial crisis on liquidity and investor confidence. Recovery has been slow and today there is a $1.5 trillion trade finance
gap, a figure we are often reminded of by organisations such as the International Chamber of Commerce. Among other
things, the industry is struggling to deal with origination, regulatory and compliance issues, workflow standardisation, and
how best to apply the latest technologies.
In this report, we look at the role of Fintechs in improving today’s funding and insurance options, and how a versatile
marketplace is helping exporters navigate the complexities of trade finance and find the right funding solutions. Featuring
interviews with:

Banks:
Lloyds Bank – Large Commercial Bank

Santander Corporate & Commercial Banking – Large Commercial Bank
Crown Agents Bank – Specialised Bank (Emerging Markets Focus)

Insurance & ECAs:
Aon – Largest Credit Insurance Broker

Atradius – Specialist Credit Insurance Provider
UKEF – HM Treasury – UK Export Finance

Non-Bank Financial Institutions (NBFI):
GIB Asset Management – Trade Finance Fund

ASSET
MANAGEMENT

Fintech:
Fineon Exchange – Export Finance Marketplace

International Trade & Forfaiting Agency (ITFA) – Fintech Committee
The report provides industry background and insights that show the evolution of the industry and highlights the
importance of collaboration within a Fintech Ecosystem, using digital technology to shape the future of export finance,
by better addressing Exporters’ pain points and offering seamless access to export risk mitigation and optimised
financing solutions.

“Financial institutions are increasingly concentrating on their core competencies whether acting as
originators, insurers, funders or distributors. This is a post-crisis trend that accelerated with regulatory
tightening. The greater the specialisation, the higher the need for collaboration amongst financial
institutions. Thanks to origination platforms such as Fineon Exchange, this orchestration can be
achieved at transaction level so that corporate customers get the optimal financing. The Fineon
platform’s matchmaking capabilities bring real value for all stakeholders, being the Exporters,
Funders and Insurers engaged in trade and export finance”.
André Casterman, Board Member and Chair of the Fintech Committee, International Trade and Forfaiting Association (ITFA)
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Addressing the challenges of export finance
Ray Webb, head of business development at Fineon Exchange, explains
the challenges facing exporters today and where technology can help
Ray Webb says that exporters should widen their horizons to find the right finance. “Exporters
must look farther afield to secure financial services to support export sales and promote growth.
Although exporters have their house banks and their traditional sources of funding, including their
own credit insurance arrangements, banks and insurers are continually reviewing their positions.
That means their appetite for funding and managing risk is changeable and there are no
guaranteed sources of finance and insurance.”

Awareness and opportunity
Webb says that if exporters think only in terms of traditional routes to market,
they’ll have a very limited vision of potential support – and that will stymie their
growth. Lack of awareness leads to missed opportunities, so exporters need
a better understanding of, and access to, the full range of structured finance and
insurance services.
This is where Fineon comes in, says Webb. “We provide a single point of access
to a wide market of funders and insurers. We highlight all the alternatives, all
the creative possibilities, particularly when exporters are trying to access more

One-stop export
finance Platform
gives Exporters full
banking and insurance
market coverage

challenging markets, where some funders and insurers are reluctant to go.”
Regulation and compliance have increased in the wake of the financial crisis, adding to the burden of finding suitable
funding and insurance. This reinforces the need for exporters to seek expert advice and guidance, and for financial
institutions, insurers and other stakeholders to know their obligations in the new regulatory environment.
“In recent years, banks have paid billions of dollars in fines,” says Webb. “Often those fines were levied when the banks were
unaware that money was being laundered or sanctions being broken. Know your customer (KYC), AML and onboarding
have consequently become much more demanding, but it’s something that can be simplified and improved by digital
transformation. We need to tap into more data and use technology to inform decision-making and remove barriers.”

Keeping it simple and in one place
Fineon’s platform provides this flexibility and control, because everything is driven by technology and is focused in one place.
Webb emphasises that there is no duplication or repetition, as those seeking funding or insurance will not have to go over
the same ground with multiple institutions.

“Exporters must look farther afield to secure financial services to support export sales and
promote growth. Although exporters have their house banks and their traditional sources
of funding, their appetite for funding and managing risk is changeable and there are no
guaranteed sources of finance and insurance.”
Ray Webb, Fineon Exchange
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Adding value with insurance
Stuart Lawson, CEO of Aon Credit Solutions, the leading credit insurance
brokerage firm facilitating credit insurance for over USD 700 billion worth of
global trade, looks at how credit insurance is impacting trade finance
Stuart Lawson in the past decade has noticed an increasing demand for insurance products to
facilitate trade financing. Lawson believes that corporates are hunting for ways to achieve additional
or more competitive access to working capital and financing, and must build a wider network of
funding partners by looking beyond core relationship banks.
This is where credit insurance helps and is strengthening trade finance as an asset class. “More than 50% of our new business
enquiries are linked to a financing motivation and objective,” says Lawson. He adds that the penetration of credit insurance is
below 20% and that technology such as Fineon’s can increase the visibility and awareness of insurance products.

Using Fintech platforms for insurance
“Technology allows you to access markets and clients that you probably
wouldn’t be able to otherwise,” says Lawson. “The challenge for brokers
is, how does credit insurance reshape itself to blend with Fintechs? Lots
of insurers have an appetite to embrace platforms and Fintechs but
they’re not sure how. There is still a difference between what Fintechs are
doing, which is usually transactional, financing one-off transactional export
contracts, and the insurer’s natural wish to have portfolios. How do you
combine the two to create a seamless product that doesn’t undermine

Credit insurance
improves access
to funding and
financing terms

the efficiency and simplicity of the platform?”

Fineon Exchange & Aon strategic collaboration
The answer, says Lawson, is through initiatives such as the Fineon platform, for which Aon acts as credit insurance broker
and advisor, managing Fineon’s credit insurance offering that creates financial awareness and is built around the needs of
everyone in the trade lifecycle. According to Lawson. “The convergence between insurance and funding is becoming more
apparent and is increasingly the direction of travel for our business. More than 50% of our new business enquiries are linked
to a financing motivation and objective. Our collaboration with Fineon Exchange fits perfectly with this trend. Through the
Fineon Platform we will see the further coming together of credit insurance and funding”. He adds “We encourage this and
are ready to respond to the credit insurance needs of the Banks/Funders and Exporters via the Platform.”

Insurance as an enabler of finance
In Europe, Lawson says the demand for credit insurance is increasing. Brexit has certainly added to the risk factors pushing
this demand, and credit insurance can negate some of the Brexit uncertainty and volatility. However, Lawson says that for
credit insurance to really take off, insurance products must be enablers of finance, not just risk transfer tools.
From Aon’s perspective, credit insurance and funding go hand in hand. “Our role is not only to help clients find an insurance
solution,” says Lawson. “We want to help them find a funding solution as well. Convergence between insurance and funding
is becoming more apparent, and it’s increasingly the direction of travel for our business.”

“Fineon Exchange has an extensive understanding of the funding markets that constitute
tangible benefits for its clients over and above the traditional methods”
Stuart Lawson, CEO, Aon Credit Solutions
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Unite and conquer
Gordon Welsh, Head of Business Group and Jonathan Watson, Head
of Short Term Business at UKEF, the UK’s Export Credit Agency working
alongside the UK’s Department of International Trade, explain how the
agency is raising awareness of trade finance, bringing exporters,
funders and insurers together
UK Export Finance (UKEF) has a clear mission: “To ensure that no viable UK export fails for lack of
finance or insurance,” with UKEF being awarded “Best Global Export Credit Agency 2019” by GTR
as a testament of the quality of its offerings. Like Fineon, UKEF is committed to aligning finance and
insurance and creating a fluid marketplace where exporters can succeed. Equally, it is committed to
digital transformation as the way to build this marketplace and stimulate trade. Industry awareness
and collaboration are prerequisites for innovation, says Gordon Welsh: “We have to line up with the
banking and insurance worlds so they can provide their services alongside our own, then customers
can get what they need to deliver the contracts they win, and to get paid. ”

Maximising awareness and opportunities
Welsh says that exporters’ needs revolve around working capital,
commercial support and credit insurance, and that businesses should
explore all their options. “Many companies operate on the basis of their
internal capital flow, their own cash resources and so on. They don’t
necessarily know there are support services from banks and credit
institutions, let alone the government and export credit. Our biggest
challenge is getting the relevant companies that are exporting to know
what’s available, and then to have the confidence to use these services.”

Government backed
financing and insurance
support for Exporters,
when the private market
cannot assist

Strategies for success
Welsh highlights the UK’s export challenge and the issues that UKEF and technology firms such as Fineon must tackle to
build a better marketplace for export finance. Below are some of the main barriers preventing businesses from reaching
their full export potential.
• Attitudinal barriers – some companies believe their business is not suited to overseas sales. They may misunderstand
costs versus benefits, or think their business is not right for overseas trade and that there is no demand for their products.
• Lack of knowledge – businesses may be unaware of how to approach exporting, what to consider when entering a new
market, and where they can get advice and guidance.
• Access to finance – businesses must have good working capital and insurance to deliver on contracts. Of those able to export
and who cited costs in the report, almost a quarter mentioned an inability to access finance or a lack of working capital.
Welsh says that UKEF is continually talking to the market, listening to what is required and responding with appropriate
services. This includes monitoring and learning from innovations in other export credit agencies. It’s a collaborative approach
shared by Fineon and it ensures that exporters have a wide range of resources to draw on.
Watson adds: “Platforms that unite exporters, insurers, financiers and export credit agencies, help remove market frictions.”

“Platforms that unite exporters, insurers, financiers and export credit agencies, help remove
market frictions.”

Jonathan Watson, UK Export Finance
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The power of Fintech partnerships
Merisa Lee Gimpel, head of trade innovation at Lloyds Bank, one
of the UK’s largest banks, describes how Fintech cooperation and
platforms can deliver value when they solve true customer pain points
As one of the largest UK banks, Lloyds Bank is committed to UK trade, helping their customers
succeed internationally. Lloyds Bank targets to support at least 5,000 companies export for the
first time every year. When it comes to trade finance, Merisa Lee Gimpel says a priority is to fully
understand the trade journey end-to-end and the varied requirements of clients.
“A large part of our trade innovation team’s time is dedicated to engaging with customers – understanding their moments
of joy and their challenges related to the ‘help me trade internationally’ journey, to find the best solutions,” she says. “We are
very interested in partnerships with Fintechs that help us deliver value to our customers, such as simpler and quicker access
to trade finance solutions.”
Lloyds Bank has been very active in the trade innovation space this
year. From partnering with komgo, a distributed ledger technology
(blockchain) based platform that digitises and streamlines international
trade and commodity finance, to enhancing their award-winning
International Trade Portal, where UK businesses can get practical
support and guidance to help them access new markets overseas, all
their innovation projects have one thing in common. “We do not innovate
for the sake of innovation. All of our innovation projects are the result of a
careful customer centric design process, which solve for key needs or pain points our customers face,” Merisa explains.

Fintechs can provide
exporters with quick
access to optimised
credit solutions

Making the right matches
Merisa sees platforms that are focussed on understanding and addressing customer pain points a positive development
in the trade finance world. “If platforms such as Fineon can help connect exporters to funders like Lloyds Bank, matching
supply with demand in a simple and fast way, it’s exciting. When we can provide our criteria and receive quality information
back from the platform to create matches, we see this as value-add.”
Merisa says that technology can unlock further efficiency. “Lloyds Bank is committed to supporting UK exporters and
technology can enable us to connect with and support our customers more efficiently. “Fintech platforms enable banks
to digitally connect with and receive information from customers, to provide a range of trade finance solutions, from letters
of credit to open account export finance, at scale.”

Onboarding and standardisation
For any Fintech development, Lloyds Bank involves key stakeholders from an early stage. “We have a fast-track
onboarding process for partnerships in order to run proofs of concepts. We obtain customer validation early in the
process, only progressing projects that deliver value,” she says. “We don’t want to take 6 to 18 months to get the
approvals to start a project. It’s important that we are able to onboard Fintechs in the trade space fast and efficiently.”
To better meet the needs of exporters, Lloyds has a dedicated service supported by an expert trade finance team.
“Exporters don’t have to be our clients,” she says, “but they can deal with Lloyds Bank for trade finance.” Our team
engages with UK exporters and through this engagement we receive new requests and new business opportunities.
Service is largely based on email and telephone contact, so it would be interesting to see how additional platform
solutions will further ‘wow’ customers and add to what we already do.”
In keeping with all our market commentators, Merisa sees great potential in collaboration and Fintech partnerships
to ensure Lloyds Bank exporters achieve the best support for trading internationally, and assistance with navigating
various trade finance solutions now available.

“Platforms can help banks digitally connect with and receive information from customers,
to provide a range of trade finance solutions, from letters of credit to open account export
finance, at scale.” Merisa Lee Gimpel, Lloyds Bank
Copyright © 2019 TheRealizationGroup All rights reserved
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Financing the future
Mark Ling, head of trade and working capital at Santander
Corporate & Commercial Banking, the largest bank in the
Eurozone and one of the largest in the world, explores trade
finance innovations from a banking perspective
Santander has a reputation as a technology innovator. In 2014 it created the USD 100 million
Santander InnoVenture fund to help support the wave of digital innovation in the Fintech space.
“We’ve been investing heavily in technology for a number of years,” says Mark Ling, “and a lot of
innovation teams have been busy in the trading and working capital space. We were one of the first banks to set up a
fund to invest specifically in Fintech, and we want Santander to be at the forefront of new technologies and solutions.”
Ling says that Santander Corporate & Commercial Banking has been upgrading its core operating systems with digital
technology, and is increasingly focusing on artificial intelligence and machine learning. “I don’t think I’ve ever seen a time in my
banking career where so much is going on in the technology space,” says Ling, “nor where it’s been embraced at such speed.”

Towards a new trade finance model
Ling says he is continually approached by Fintechs and that the
overall trading environment is changing alongside technology
developments. “We’ve gone from an open trading environment, with
barriers coming down, to a new world of controls,” he notes. “It’s a
big challenge for trade finance, but also an opportunity for trade
financiers and risk mitigators.”

Banks are embracing
new technology to
improve delivery of
financing for Exporters

The cost of regulation is a significant theme. “The levels of capital that banks must deploy to support their customers
has changed substantially over the last decade,” he says. “You’re probably looking at ten times the amount of capital
now compared with a decade ago. It means we have to find more efficient ways to serve customers and still achieve the
appropriate return on capital, and ensure we meet our regulatory responsibilities. It’s a very complex cocktail, and all the
world’s major banks are wrestling with what’s the best model for the future, and what can technology do to create an
ecosystem where we can do the right thing.”

The need for collaboration
Financial crime is a massive issue worldwide, and Ling says there is a collective responsibility to fight it. “Banks and
financial institutions, and ultimately Fintech players, have a huge role to play. This is where we must embrace technology,
in ways acceptable to the regulators, so that banks can manage the customer journey while also flagging transactions,
or individuals and businesses, that are not appropriate”.
“We tend to do things bilaterally as financial organisations. We would be better served by having a utility – for instance,
one that did KYC – and everybody could draw off that utility”. For Ling, collaboration is fundamental. As he puts it:
“None of us can move at the pace that technology allows, that regulation demands, unless we collaborate in a far
more cohesive and purposeful way. Banks, Fintechs, insurance companies and every party in the finance chain
needs a common vision and direction.”

“None of us can move at the pace that technology allows, that regulation demands, unless we
collaborate in a far more cohesive and purposeful way. Banks, Fintechs, insurance companies
and every party in the finance chain needs a common vision and direction.”
Mark Ling, Santander Corporate & Commercial Banking
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AI, Big Data and Intelligent Platforms
André Düsing, head of strategy and product at Atradius, specialist provider
of credit insurance, surety and collections services worldwide, discusses
how Exporters’ requirements around credit insurance are evolving, and how
technology is playing a part in fulfilling their changing needs.
André Düsing has seen many changes in his 20-year career in the credit insurance industry, but recently,
the pace of change has been accelerating. Today, much of his focus is around digital transformation, big
data, Artificial Intelligence (AI) and blockchain initiatives, and he runs a number of projects around the
integration of credit insurance onto various new technology platforms. So how does he see the credit insurance requirements
of exporters changing?
“Although the basic requirements haven’t changed so much in that exporters want to have as much cover as possible for
their export transactions, as quickly as possible,” he says, “what is changing, particularly in these days of globalisation, is
that as a credit insurer, you need to have a global footprint”.
Düsing explains that exporters today have higher expectations when
seeking credit insurance for developing countries and emerging markets.
“Exporters are looking for the same speed and risk acceptance in
developing markets as currently exists in the well-established economies
of the world. The challenge for credit insurers is that it is quite costly to
have these geographical footprints everywhere. And it’s also a question
of data. You don’t always have such good access to information, because
it is not always a legal requirement to have public financials. And in China
for example, the legal situation regarding access to credit data is not the
same as you would have in Europe. So the challenge is to have enough

We are moving away
from the whole turnover
concept. We are issuing
cover on selective
situations, single
invoices, single buyers.

information on companies in these regions to come up with the level
of service that exporters expect”.
From an innovation standpoint, Düsing sees a growing trend of better algorithms using big data and a wider use of intelligent
platforms, where neutrality is a significant factor. “If you are a start-up, you have the benefit that you’re seen as neutral, there’s
no big bank behind you so you can get many banks and credit insurers on board. Whereas if one big industry player creates
a platform, they might have the advantage of a huge database and a huge client base but they’re not perceived as neutral,
so competitors hesitate to join.”

“Financing nowadays is provided differently because of the use of digitalisation. Fineon
started by building a collaboration network and focuses on using data in an optimised way
to the benefit of their corporate clients.”
André Düsing, Atradius

“We see a clear, commercial opportunity at the moment to improve our underwriting by utilising big data and AI initiatives,”
adds Düsing. “Atradius is integrating credit insurance with platforms in a way we haven’t done before. Financing nowadays
is provided differently because of the use of digitalisation. Fineon started by building a collaboration network and focuses on
using data in an optimised way to the benefit of their corporate clients.”
Coherent data enrichment and articulation of that data in an efficient way for the benefit of the exporters’ financing optimisation
enables new types of offerings to be created. “It is quite a challenge for a traditional credit insurer to integrate new products
and services and to adjust to this new way of doing things,” says Düsing. “But we are moving away from the whole turnover
concept. We are issuing cover on selective situations, single invoices, single buyers”.
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Building the technology bridge and
supporting the trade finance chain
Duarte Pedreira, head of trade finance at the Crown Agents, a UK
based bank offering cross-border transaction banking solutions and
trade finance with a focus on emerging markets including Africa and
South East Asia, discusses digital transformation and how exporters
can grow their businesses
Duarte Pedreira is involved in a wide range of projects across Sub-Saharan Africa and South
East Asia, and when it comes to technology and trade, he has a very precise view on how digital
technology should support trade finance. “Denying the importance of technology would be short sighted,” he says. “But
we need to rethink the relationship between technology and trade. We can use technology to maximise the availability of
trade finance globally. However, we must also address the problems that have impeded lending in the past. It’s no good
simply transferring trade finance from one channel to another.”

Tackling the underlying issues
Pedreira believes that the major problems are client onboarding,
client risk assessment, and structuring. “If we deploy technology for
intermediate trade flows, and we don’t produce any enhancements in
terms of client onboarding and client risk assessment, then all we’re
doing is moving existing flows from non-technology bilateral pathways
and placing them on a technology-based platform. You may gain speed

Specialist Funders help
Exporters in niche
emerging markets

and other benefits, but you’re not adding anything to the market,” he
says. “You must first solve the fundamental structural issues that are
preventing banks and other investors from bridging the trade finance gap globally. Then you stand a much better chance of
getting incremental business when you transfer to a technological channel.”
With credit assessment, Pedreira says that technology can help to bring the right data to the surface, enabling funders
to use a dependable credit scoring and rating system. In some African countries for example, he says it would be difficult
to find many businesses with complete and carefully audited financial statements, but technology can help to unlock
data and aid transparency, therefore adding value and generating incremental business.
Pedreira believes that partnerships and collaboration are essential for innovations in trade finance, and that Fineon’s
marketplace approach is a welcome development. “If Fineon can bring all the players together and develop new
channels that add value, that’s a step forward,” he says.

“We can use technology to maximise the availability of trade finance globally. However, we must
also address the problems that have impeded lending in the past. It’s no good simply transferring
trade finance from one channel to another.”
Duarte Pedreira, Crown Agents Bank
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Ian Henderson, senior portfolio manager at Gulf International Bank
(UK) Ltd, GIB’s Asset Management arm, discusses GIB’s approach to
trade finance as an Alternative Finance structure and how the export
marketplace is developing
Although the GIB neither originates transactions nor collaborates directly with exporters and
importers, it has an asset management and risk participation role via other lenders. GIB realises
Trade Finance is an emerging and relatively new asset class for institutional investors that plays a
vital role in the facilitation of global trade and has developed an innovative approach that aims to attract institutional
investors seeking sustainable income and attractive portfolio diversification.
Ian Henderson says that while some people complain about origination and not having sufficient depth, in his view there
is never a shortage of deal flow and potential opportunities. The trick is to screen the good from the bad – the deals that
meet your requirements versus those that don’t. GIB manages a trade finance fund and segregated mandates for
investors in the trade finance asset class.

Breaking the trade barriers
“The first step is to identify the counterparty and make sure they’re
reputable,” he says. “Then you have to consider KYC, AML and the other
due diligence steps. Often, it’s quite costly, so you can understand why
bigger banks won’t do smaller transactions. That cost, plus the time to
complete due diligence, is often a barrier.”
Having enough information can also be a challenge. “Most of the
counterparties are pretty good and provide all the information,” says
Henderson. “But there’s still the ongoing monitoring, as well as the
relationship between our counterparty and our underlying borrower.

Non-Bank financiers
are increasingly
providing alternative
and innovative export
finance facilities

We need to ensure we’re getting frequent reporting and to stay on
top of the relationship.”

Reliable data
“If you look at the size of trade finance funds today, they’re all relatively small compared to other asset classes,” notes
Henderson. “It’s something we have to work on, to improve capacity and ease of access, because the institutional investors
are out there.”
Technology can make this happen, says Henderson. And because risk is one of the biggest factors today, the more reliable
data you have, the better your position will be. “I certainly think that’s where Fineon can make a difference,” says Henderson.
“Deals are placed on the platform, all the information is there, and it’s ratified and regulated. So, when an investor comes in,
provided they’re comfortable with the ratification or verification process, they save time because they don’t have to gather
information independently.”

“You have to consider KYC, AML and other due diligence steps. The more data you have and
the more reliable that data is, the better your position will be. “I certainly think that’s where
Fineon can make a difference”
Ian Henderson, GIB Asset Management
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Fineon Exchange – addressing the specific needs of exporters
Michel Kilzi, founder and managing partner of Fineon, discusses
the benefits of the Fineon Exchange platform
Fineon Exchange is a marketplace where exporters can seek offers for their export receivables
from funders who are willing to provide finance, and insurers who are prepared to offer cover.
‘Marketplace’ is the operative word. Fineon’s mission is to create a platform where buyers and
sellers come together to smooth the flow of international trade and raise awareness of export
finance opportunities and options.
According to Michel Kilzi, Fineon’s unique selling point is that it’s
the first platform to be built around the specific needs of exporters.
“Whether we’re advising on a single transaction or a portfolio, we
look at everything the exporter might need. Then we create an
enhanced package, with credit insurance, which can be directed to
the funder. So, instead of taking a ‘raw’ transaction, we’re shaping
and positioning it before exposing it to potential funders.”
The Fineon platform encourages exporters to share as much data
as possible – what he calls “alternative data” – because it helps with
matchmaking, enabling exporters to get the best deal on the best terms.

Technology can
do the legwork in
Exporters’ quest for
new and creative
financing solutions

“Data goes in just once,” he says, “meaning we streamline and simplify the process so that exporters can connect
with institutions they wouldn’t ordinarily have access to, either because they don’t know they exist or because they
don’t know how to approach them. Once the exporter’s information is on the platform, we can share it with the
necessary funders and insurers on the exporter’s behalf. Doing this just once, in a straightforward and standardised
way, is a key benefit. Exporters gain access to a big pool of financial institutions and credit insurers, rather than having
to shape requests to each one individually.”
Data ensures counterparties are better able to assess risks and avoid unnecessary rejections. As Kilzi points out:
“Many transactions today are rejected by insurers or funders because there is restricted visibility of the underlying risk,
not because the risks are unacceptable on face value. Having the right technology and enriched data leads to better
and more informed decisions from insurers and both bank and non-bank funders.”

Fintech backed by trade expertise
Kilzi describes Fineon Exchange as a marketplace built on a Fintech platform, but with the important distinction that it
has evolved from trade finance experience and skillsets. In that sense it is neither a disruptor nor a challenger. Instead,
Fineon is using its knowledge of the industry to build a technology-based ecosystem.
Kilzi works with a team of trade finance experts with a long history of successfully structuring complex transactions, who
also understand the needs of Funders and Credit Insurers as well as the trade flows of buyers and sellers. The goal is to
improve cashflow and optimise working capital through the use of innovative structured trade finance solutions, along with
access to a global pool of leading Financial Institutions and Credit Insurers to facilitate funding transaction capabilities.
“We’re trade finance practitioners who are applying technology,” says Kilzi. “We have a solid trade finance background,
and we know exactly what technologies can support our marketplace.”
Artificial intelligence is a core part of the platform. This includes platform analytics and a robo-advisor that guides and
prompts exporters on what information to share, facilitating the matchmaking process and steering the best course to
secure funds and insurance.
Kilzi provides an example: “The robo-advisor will analyse the exporters’ export finance offer and provide adequate
advice on the structuring of the offer to enable the optimal level of funder and insurer matchmaking. The Machine
Learning technology imbedded in our AI robo-advisor will enable it to learn and acknowledge all acceptance &
rejection preferences and criteria used by the funders and insurers on the platform for a more accurate, efficient and
optimal exporter offer creation experience.
As the Fineon Exchange is a marketplace, its value will only increase as more exporters, funders and insurers join and use
it to match requirements and arrange deals. “The collaborative approach is at the heart of what we do,” says Kilzi. “We’re
reducing the trade finance gap by bringing stakeholders under one roof and using technology to facilitate transactions.”
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Financial Markets Insights from The Realization Group, is a series of interviews with thought leaders in financial
and capital markets. The purpose of the series is to provide exclusive insights into industry developments, through in-depth
conversations with C-level executives and key experts from banks, exchanges, vendors and other firms within the financial
markets ecosystem. For more information, please visit www.financialmarketsinsights.com

Other topics in the series:
Naturally Intelligent – Embedding operational AI in financial services download
Powering up – Handling high-performance computing to boost alpha and risk management download
The future of trade surveillance – Separating the Spoof from the Truth download
Go with the flow – Are financial firms ready for the data capture challenge? download
Future proofing for FinTech with Network Innovation download
Keeping a watchful eye – Best practices for maintaining trade surveillance download
Digital transformation – Challenge & Opportunity download
AI & Machine learning – Building the future of finance download
MiFID II creates cross-asset revolution across buy & sell side download
The Realization Group is a full service marketing and business development services company specialising in the capital
markets. Our team contains industry practitioners from both the trading and post trade disciplines and we have expertise
equally in the on-exchange and OTC trading environments. We apply our comprehensive set of marketing programs and
wide-ranging media and business networks to complement the business development requirements of our client
organisations.

www.TheRealizationGroup.com
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